
Too much debate about who might win

After months of being ignored the BBC invited me on to the World at One to
discuss the vote split between Conservatives and Reform! I pointed out I have
set out crucial topics like nationalised industry losses, Bank of England
disastrous money policy, revealed the public sector productivity collapse,
wrote about controlling independent bodies and much else crucial to how we
can have lower taxes, a growth strategy and better public services. The BBC
resolutely wallows in ignorance of these issues and opportunities. I reminded
 them I am an economic and political analyst, not a pollster. I declined to
play their game of creating a row between Conservative and Reform.

Their view as always mimics the Lib Dem’s. The country is festooned with
their self serving lies with every poster that announces “Winning here”. Past
experience and current polls say they will lose in most of those places.The
slogan is all about them and their ambitions. It tells us nothing about what
they want for our country or how they would serve their electors. They often
ally this to nasty personal  attacks on their opponents as they are
understandably reluctant to talk about their record in local government or
their work in coalition government.

No-one knows how in 3 weeks time many past Conservative voters will vote
because they have not yet decided what to do. Currently some say they will
vote Conservative, some say Reform, and many say undecided. What the BBC
should be encouraging is a fuller exploration of the issues like budget
pressures, wasteful spending, public sector losses and the productivity
collapse to provide some balance to the parade of left wing experts who all
conclude tax rises are needed.

Candidates contesting the election are best advised to ignore opinion polls,
which tell the big majority of them they will lose. Candidates need to talk
more about the big issues facing us, what they think about them and how they
want to serve us. Too many shelter behind party sound bites that close down
or skate round debate. Labour’s endless repetition that they have a fully
costed and funded programme is a silly way of trying to avoid big issues
about affordability and value for money of public services.
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